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natural stone
for landscape design



Natural advantages

Distinctive appearance
Nothing rivals natural stone when it 
comes to appearance. The Bellstone 
product range provides a strong and 
diverse palette of natural colours 
and textures—ideal for landscape 
architects and design professionals. 
Bellstone’s rigorous selection 
processes make our products the 
clear choice when distinctive 
appearance is a design imperative. 

Bellstone stone surfaces retain their 
handsome appearance after years 
of service and, in many cases, 
improve with age as they develop 
the distinctive patina and character 
much admired in natural stone.

Lifelong performance
Bellstone products are selected for 
their superior strength and durability 
so they are ideal for outdoor surfaces. 

History proves that appropriately 
selected high-quality stone performs 
outstandingly for hundreds of 
years. All our products sit at the 
top end of the market in terms of 
their strength, high density and 
durability … we select and import 
only first-rate quality stone. 

Low maintenance
Premium quality stone handles  
high traffic loads with ease, is 
highly impact resistant, easy 
to clean and requires only 
low levels of maintenance. 

Slip resistance
The grip characteristics of Bellstone 
products make them ideally suited 
to high-traffic outdoor areas, even 
in wet conditions. CSIRO tests 
for slip resistance conducted on 
our products place them in low 
or very low risk categories.

(Bellstone products are tested in accordance 
with Standards Australia Handbook 
197, An Introductory Guide to the Slip 
Resistance of Pedestrian Materials.)

Bellstone products

Consistently high quality
Bellstone deals exclusively with 
premium quality stone products that 
are ideally suited to professionally 
designed, indoor or outdoor 
applications. Working with a 
worldwide network of suppliers 
for over 15 years, we’ve built 
long-term relationships based on 
reliability of supply and consistently 
high quality. We make sure our 
motto extends right along the 
supply chain: ‘best quality, best 
service, every time, on time’.

Availability
Having established networks with 
our suppliers over many years, 

we can readily confirm product 
availability and certainty of supply 
on a project basis and over the 
long term. For large construction 
projects we recommend you 
contact us to discuss ordering 
and lead times so we can make 
sure we meet your timeframe.

Special orders 
Due to our direct working 
relationships with our suppliers’ 
quarries and stonemasons we can 
supply customised products for 
special projects, meeting precise 
specifications without imposing 
prohibitive cost penalties. We’d be 
delighted to provide you with a quote 
based on your exact requirements.

Visit our warehouse
Because natural stone varies in 
colour, texture and grain—one 
reason why it is so popular—and 

because some products are hand 
riven, there may be subtle differences 
in thickness, edge and surface 
characteristics which are not obvious 
when inspecting only one or two 
samples within a product range.

To help with the selection process, 
we encourage designers to arrange 
a visit to our warehouse to view 
other samples in order to appreciate 
the natural variation inherent 
within each product range.

Helpful advice, when you need it
Bellstone staff are in regular 
contact with landscape design 
professionals—we enjoy the 
challenge of providing information 
to help designers with specific 
tasks and applications.

Give us a call—we’re happy to 
supply product guides, buying 
guides and test results, and to help 
out with technical specifications.

About Bellstone
Formed in 1991, Bellstone wholesales 
to over 160 retail outlets and works 
directly with architects, designers, 
building contractors and tilers. 

We are proud of our reputation as 
the ‘number one’ supplier in terms 
of both product and service.

Bellstone 100% guarantee
We will refund the purchase price 
and replace faulty product at no cost 
to our client, providing the material 
has not been laid or installed.

Tell us what you think
We’re keen to hear your comments 
about our products and services.

Please phone us on 1800 663 235 
or send us your feedback via our 
website: www.bellstone.com.au.

Further information:
www.bellstone.com.au

Contact Bellstone
For ordering or further information 
ph 02 9725 2201 or 1800 663 235 
fax 02 9725 2204

8 Bond Crescent, 
Wetherill Park NSW 2164

info@bellstone.com.au 
www. bellstone.com.au
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Sandstone tiles area/thickness (mm)

Willow—honed & calibrated 400 x 400/15

Willow—natural split 300 x 300/10–15 400 x 400/10–15

Willow—calibrated 400 x 400/15 600 x 300/15

Bellandra—natural split 300 x 300/10–15 400 x 400/10–15

Bellandra—calibrated 400 x 400/15 600 x 300/15

Chandra—calibrated 500 x 300/15

Coolum—honed & calibrated 500 x 500/15 600 x 400/15

Coolum—honed & calibrated 
French pattern: 5 pieces/m2

200 x 400/15 
(1 of 5)

400 x 400/15 
(2 of 5)

600 x 400/15 
(2 of 5)

Matching accessories are available for most sandstone products: step treads, ledge tiles, bullnoses.

Slate tiles—all natural split except # area/thickness (mm)

African Mazista Multicolour 300 x 225/10–15 300 x 300/10–15

African Mazista West Country 300 x 225/10–15 300 x 300/10–15

African Mazista Silver Blue 300 x 225/10–15 300 x 300/10–15

Indian Rajah 300 x 200/10–15 300 x 300/10–15 405 x 280/9–14

Indian Behali 300 x 200/10–15

Indian Pink Autumn 300 x 200/10–15 300 x 300/10–15

Chinese Black 300 x 200/8–12 300 x 300/10–15 400 x 400/10–15

Chinese Black bullnose—honed # 1000 x 300/30 1500 x 300/30

Chinese Sunrise 300 x 200/10–15 300 x 300/10–15

Chinese North Country 300 x 200/10–15 300 x 300/10–15 400 x 300/10–15

Chinese Arctic Green 300 x 200/10–15 300 x 300/10–15 600 x 300/10–15

Chinese Champagne 300 x 200/10–15 300 x 300/10–15 400 x 400/10–15

Quartzite tiles area/thickness (mm)

Sofala—natural split 300 x 300/9–11 400 x 400/12–14

Grey Gum—natural split 400 x 400/12–14

Matching accessories are available for most quartzite products: step treads, bullnoses.

Limestone tiles area/thickness (mm)

Andhra—calibrated 400 x 400/15

Kali Black—calibrated 600 x 300/15

Kali Black—bullnose ledge tile 300 x 300/15 with 25 mm bullnose

Stackstone, cladding & wall facing area/thickness (mm)

stackstone: Sofala Quartzite 400 x 100/10–15 25 pieces/m2

stackstone: Grey Gum Quartzite 400 x 100/20–40 25 pieces/m2

wall cladding: Quartzite—aris edge 400 x 95/10–15 26.3 pieces/m2

wall cladding: Willow Sandstone 500 x 250/18–25 8 pieces/m2

rockface cladding: Coolum Sandstone 500 x 250/20–45 8 pieces/m2

Pavers & cobbles area/thickness (mm)

cobbles: Granite—natural split 100 x 100/30 or 40 205 x 100/30 or 40

cobbles: Granite—tumbled 100 x 100/30 or 40 205 x 100/30 or 40

pavers: Willow Sandstone—calibrated 400 x 400/30

pavers: Quartzite—ground 400 x 400/30

pavers: Granite—calibrated & flamed 600 x 300/15

random pattern: Sofala Quartzite 3 sheets/m2 12–15 mm thick

random pattern: Sunrise Slate 3 sheets/m2 12–15 mm thick

Bellstone products—for landscape applications

 Please refer to the Bellstone website for a full and up-to-date listing of all our products: www.bellstone.com.au
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For ordering or further information
ph 1800 663 235 or 02 9725 2201; fax 02 9725 2204  

info@bellstone.com.au; www.bellstone.com.au


